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What to Expect
Christmas Rush which usually starts in mid-November, grows bigger 
in December with 12.12 and other promotional events, and goes on 
until the first few days of January for the next year— is undoubtedly 
one of the biggest and busiest times for all retailers. 

As the marAs the market anticipation for the Holiday season grows, so does 
your market’s demands for the products that you sell. It’s the time of 
year where people go out to buy things they don’t usually buy and 
get gifts for almost every special person in their lives. Christmas is 
probably the most commercial holiday in the year which is why it 
really offers a great deal of opportunities for every single retailer in 
the market.

TThat being said— it’s also important to make sure you are preparing 
your business as much as your consumers are preparing their 
Christmas lists. Given that this season brings forth a lot of 
opportunities, you should also know that if you aren’t prepared these 
opportunities can become threats to your business. Your opportunity 
of selling up to 1,000 SKUs in a day to address your market demand 
can easily turn into a threat of overselling, not having enough stocks, 
or delor delays in order fulfillments. And you wouldn’t want that.

Which is why in this eBook, we give you the 12 Best Selling Practices 
(stocking up, using tools to help you manage your operational 
surge,Christmas promotions, and more) that will help you seize every 
opportunity and overcome every threat from 12.12 until the end of 
the Holiday Season.





Although by now you already have managed your expectations for the Christmas 
Rush, there’s one thing you need to remember: a lot of things have changed this 
year. The pandemic has greatly affected the consumer behavior of the market 
and so the next best practice reminds you that your brand should adapt to these 
changes in time for the Holiday season. 

You don’t want that. So make sure going online if you’re not yet there, or 
boosting your online presence if you already are, should be one of your top 
priorities in arming your brand for the Holiday season.

A lot of people prefer to stay at 
home out of safety concerns 
and there has been over 50% 
total foot traffic loss across the 
biggest shopping centers in the 
country, which is why a lot of 
businesses were forced to move 
onlinonline. This upcoming 
Christmas, more than 67% of 
consumers are saying they 
would rather shop in online web 
stores and marketplacest for 
their Christmas needs rather 
than brick and mortars. 

That’s more than 50% of 
consumers. So if they’re online 
and you’re not, you’re losing so 

Best Practice 2: 

Go/Boost your
Online Presence






















